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However, ecology is where my heart is, I have done research in deserts, forests, streams and lakes. My mom
says that gardening is a good hobby than other ones; it blesses us because we give life to someone through
watering and planting new plants. Want to Read more About books? I feel myself in the world of imagination.
I was so interested to play football from my childhood however started learning to play well when I was 5
years old. I have prepared beautiful flowerbeds in every corner of the garden and planted colourful roses,
lilies, mogra, sunflowers, and other seasonal flowers. Gardening gives me pleasure. There are various kinds of
hobbies. Cricket is my favorite sport. Being an outgoing person, I enjoy doing a lot of things. The Best
creation in the universe is humans. In fact, I have this good collection of books at home which I feel is the
biggest treasure I have. Some like gardening, a few like photography, many have book reading as their hobby.
Whenever I go to home from my school I like to read such books after completing my home work. Moreover,
drawing also helps me connect more with nature. There are recorded videos of me as a child becoming
hyperactive whenever music was played. Now I really know the benefits of my reading habit. Thirdly, another
one of my favourite hobbies is my second sport which I enjoy very much â€” it is Volleyball. Not only this, I
have also decorated my house with small designs. Watching TV is my hobby however it never interfere with
my study. I am not full of knowledge in gardening; sometimes, I get advice and help from a professional
gardener so as to know the right thing to do. Join more than 50, subscribers receiving regular updates! Work
cited P. My hobby is a healthy activity. So, if you have not yet found your thing which you can truly call as a
hobby, I suggest you do so. With regards to Books, they can be our closest friends ever. My Hobby, My
Pleasure: My hobby is reading anything knowledgeable be it the newspapers, magazines, short story books or
the novel series. We all do some kind of work according to our interest which can give us happiness and joy
that is called hobby. My favorite hobbies are gardening, coin collecting, photography and traveling.


